87 gmc sierra

Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? This GMC Sierra mixes vintage looks, a preserved personality, and the right
features you Private Seller. Beautiful and straight GMC short box with built This truck has been
restored from the ground up cosmetically and mechanically has , origina Running, driv Refine
Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red
cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership.
This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual,
service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary
Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary
EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in
New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to
Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up
display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one
of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only
38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This
Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles
from new, retaining its original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning
system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was
originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our
daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. Make GMC. Model Sierra This is a unique truck in a condition that is hard
to find. This truck has been sold between friends and family. Anyway, this is rare find if you're
looking for 30 year old classic GMC or Chevy truck of this period. This is the 4th generation
truck that GMC made between the years through Of course, there were subtle changes over the
years, but the biggest came in with improvements in the overall design. The current odometer
reading is 75, Overall, the trucks runs and drives smoothly. Of course, if you prefer not to
pickup the truck in person, eBay offers many automotive transport options. Shipping the truck
and shipping insurance is the buyer's responsibility. The Cashier's Check will have to be
verified by my bank before I will sign over the title, provide a bill of sale, or release the vehicle. I
will NOT accept personal checks! If you have questions, please feel free to ask. I'm happy to
give more details to help with the decision. Last year of the half ton square body. This truck is
no show truck, but it is about as solid as you will find a truck like this. Cab and floor super solid,
paint is great was previously a light blue , no rust, edge of seat has some wear and tear. But,
here are the good parts: dual tanks and both are new, 4" lift and practically brand new 35" tires
on alloy wheels, spray in bed liner, step bumper, CD player, all fluids front to back just serviced,
4x4 serviced and operates perfectly, new dual exhaust, and so on and on. Believe it or not,
financing is available and with proper credit very easy to obtain!! Power brakes Power steering
Front seat type Upholstery Wheel diameter. Please call Carlo Connors at , or email at comoco
comcast. This is one of the nicest examples you will find of a third generation GMC truck. Fully
restored, with low miles logged since restoration. Original Cu. Rebuilt Turbo transmission with
stall converter. Fresh exterior finish was applied by a Corvette restoration shop. Interior
restored. All new parts were used in the restoration. This beautiful truck runs and drives as well
as it looks. This truck is also dependable enough to drive anywhere. Fly in and drive it home. All
the work has been done. The truck is ready to show, cruise, and enjoy. It would cost twice the
auction price to build this truck. Don't miss this opportunity. The third generation Chevrolet and
GMC trucks were one of the best selling platforms in their history. This era included models.
Development of the new third generation trucks began in , four years prior to production in ,
with vehicle components undergoing simulated testing on computers, before the first prototype
pickups were even built for real world testing. The redesign was revolutionary in appearance at
the time, particularly the cab, departing from typical American pickup truck designs of the era.
Aside from being near twins, the Chevrolet and GMC pickups looked like nothing else on the
road. As a result, the third generation trucks are officially known as the "Rounded-Line"
generation. Some people may refer to them as "square bodies", given that the trucks appear
square-like when compared to more modern automotive design standards. GM's engineers
fashioned the "Rounded-Line" exterior in an effort to improve aerodynamics and fuel efficiency,
using wind tunnel technology to help them sculpt the body. Third generation design traits
include "double-wall" construction, sleek sculpted body work, flared secondary beltline and an
aerodynamic cab which featured rounded doors cutting high into the roof and steeply raked

windshield featuring an available hidden radio antenna embedded into the glass. There were
two types of pickup boxes to choose from. The first type, called Fleetside by Chevrolet and
Wideside by GMC, was a "double-wall" constructed full width pickup box and featured a flared
secondary beltline to complement the cab in addition to new wraparound tail lights. Both steel
and wood floors were available. The second type, called Stepside by Chevrolet and Fenderside
by GMC, was a narrow width pickup box featuring steps and exposed fenders with stand alone
tail lamps. In , there was a complete facelift to the design, and marked the last year of
production for the third generation truck. Excellent, glossy paint. Smooth and uniform. One tiny
rust spot the size of a dime on the very bottom of the passenger side cab corner. Have to bend
down to see it, easy fix. Fits and gaps on the panels is excellent. New rear bumper with tow ball.
Front bumper is in excellent shape, with bumper guards. New diamond plate trim on the short
bed. Glass is all in excellent condition. Sliding rear window. New slotted sport wheels with new
trim rings and spinner caps. All trim and brightwork in excellent condition. New front spoiler.
The engine was completely rebuilt during the restoration. Chevrolet engine. Rebuilt Quadra Jet
four barrel carburetor mounted on an aluminum intake manifold. Hydraulic cam and valve train.
New choke. All new tune up, with plugs, wires, hoses, belts, etc. New Edelbrock air cleaner.
Rebuilt alternator. New master cylinder and booster. Dual exhaust. Rebuilt Turbo automatic
transmission. Elevated shift points. All suspension in very good shape. Undercarriage is clean
and solid. Red, Black, and Silver interior has been completely redone also and is in excellent
condition. New seat cover. Dash and gauges in excellent condition. Carpet and door panels in
great shape. New steering wheel. All new weatherstripping. Power steering, power disc brakes,
power door locks. Tilt wheel. The only minor flaw is the tilt column collar is cracked. Cosmetic
only, does not affect mechanical operation. This truck will give the new owner years of reliable
service at a price anyone can afford. We specialize in the unique and rare, future investment
affordable collector vehicles at old school prices. Since we have been a leader in finding rare
and desirable cars. Most of our finds have done extremely well for our customers in terms of
investments and enjoyment. We sold this car in , we found it, researched it, documented it,
restored it. Recently in the collection of internationally known collector Ron Pratte. These are
just a couple of examples of the thousands of cars we have sold, and many were super
investments. We know the rare muscle car market like no one on the planet. This GMC pickup
fits into this category of an investment and enjoyment vehicle. It is a blue chip investment
quality classic. Get in on the ground floor and have a big smile down the road. Financing is
available to qualified buyers at JJ Best Banc. Call Randy at with any questions. The owner of
ClassicMuscleCars. His favorites are classic muscle cars, guitars, rock 'n' roll memorabilia,
antiques, collectibles, art, and rare documents. The episode is called "Heavy Metal" and re-runs
air periodically. All other payment methods must be agreed upon by both parties before end of
auction. Please contact us via telephone or email immediately after end of auction to discuss
payment arrangements. Payment in full due within one week of auction end unless other
arrangements are made. Please follow all the terms of sale for this auction, including deposit
and final payment requirements. This truck is very nice. It was refurbished not restored several
years ago. It has a small rust spot on the driver's side cab corner, a small crack in the dash and
a dime size spot on the seat. The paint isn't new but it's in real good condition. Has air but the
compressor is out. It has 18, miles since the refurb. This truck is a real nice driver. Please call
for additional information. This vehicle is currently located in Flint MI. Michelin AT tires 31X
Factory trained diesel technician installed a heavy duty fuel filter housing and fuel filter. Vehicle
has factory tow package and after market installed auxiliary brake controller. New Front brake
Rotors and Pads. New rear brake shoes. Recently replaced Headliner. Vehicle has factory dual
shock towers in the front. Vehicle has had a newly installed heavy duty radiator, water pump
and thermostat. Fuel Injection pump was rebuilt by factory trained Diesel technicians. Vehicle is
completely mechanically sound and operational. Vehicle front bench seat cover needs too be
replaced, Front Dash cover needs to be replaced, vehicle carpeting may need to be replaced.
Mechanically sound and reliable, but needs some cosmetic TLC. This a one family owned diesel
suburban, purchased new at a local GMC Dealership. Vehicle has some minor rust areas on the
body, right front passenger door has minor dent and scratch. Steering column bushings are
worn and need to be replaced. Drivability of the vehicle is not obstructed by steering column
issue. This vehicle is available for pick up only and is sold as-is. I am trying to get rid of my toy
as I no longer have time for it. The overall condition is, it's old, it has some problems but runs
very well! This was a Top of the Line truck back in ' The front differential and hubs work well
and change over very easily. It has minimal rust, only around the rear wheel wells and bottom
cab corners. The odometer Has flipped, it only reads 91, miles, but it has miles. This is a 2
owner truck. I purchased in when it was a year old. The truck runs great for its age. Any
questions, please ask. This is for local pickup only. Great example of this body style and year

truck. The truck had a mechanical restoration a few years back and I finished the cosmetic
portions with all NOS new old stock GM items. Engine is a rebuilt with a few thousand miles, R
Auto Transmission â€” runs and drives great. AC, Power Options, etc. Could be k, or the speedo
could have been replaced. Feel free to contact me with any questions. Cash only at time of
pickup unless other arrangements are made in advance. Just to get a few things out of the way
up front , Im not delivering it and Im not the least bit interested in trades or ridiculous offers. Im
looking for a serious cash buyer. This truck comes with extra parts as listed below. Located in
Monroeville NJ Im just unsure of when I'll ever find the time to get it restored so I figured I would
start looking for her 3rd owner. This truck has never been mistreated or abused or modified. It
has been garage kept the entire time I've owned it. It was my second vehicle so it did not get
driven for daily use in the last 20 years. I've only put about miles on it in the last 3 years
because I now have numerous other vehicles. If your into the trucks , this is the year to have
because it was the first year for the fuel injection in addition this truck is very well optioned
right down to the power windows. This truck would be a real easy restoration because its never
seen hard use and has some of the gm parts it needs are included. The inside of the bed is
probably dent free because it had a bed liner from the factory. Body: This truck does need a
repaint. All of the silver has been repainted except the RH side of the bed which has touch ups
because of peeling which doesnt matter at this point beings it needs a repaint. The cab corners
need to be fixed , but are not as bad as most so fixing them should not be too involved because
the rust is only in the outer skin. The inner parts of the cab corners are still fine , its just the
outer skin that needs to be fixed. I have a used trim panel for the tail gate to go with it. It should
clean up pretty easy beings its never been undercoated. My garage is not insulated so the truck
sweats in certain temperatures causing surface rust in addition to some surface rusting from
normal use. Interior : I put a seat cover over the seat as soon as I bought it , however there is
some wear to the original seat cover. I have another new cover to go with it because the one I
put on it years back is work out. The dash pad has a crack. A place called Just Dashes does a
great job restoring them so it can be repaired. The original carpets could be cleaned to look
decent. I took the headliner out when it started to come down 18 years ago. When the truck gets
repainted you will want to install a new windshield. Its been lightly fogged around the edges
since it was less than 2 years old. The only issue I have drive train wise is a vibration when you
get over MPH. It feels like a tire out of balance. I've changed the tires so I'm not sure where its
coming from. Tail shaft seal in the trans was just changed. Rust free right side door. Used GMC
tail gate band panel. It mounts on the tiedown studs so its easily installed. The title must be
transfered to the new owners name if the truck is going to be driven home to remove me of any
liability in the event of an accident. Again , Im not interested in trades Items are only returnable
if not as described. Payment is to be made by paypal unless the item is a local pickup. Local
pickup items are cash only. I am a legal registered business in NJ. Its not my rule , its the law. I
ship items USPS with delivery confirmation. I only use UPS if the order exceeds postal size or
weight limits. If I have to use UPS there is an additional handling fee already added to the
shipping quote to cover the fee that the UPS store charges me. I do not want to have to wait an
extra week to be paid for an item in the following weeks listings that you may not even win.
Keep in mind I have no control over what the post office charges. Just remember , if your in
California , I'm in NJ. In other words you re a long ways away. Shipping quotes can be seen
right on the auction page. Click on other options to see a second shipping option if one is
available. If it has to be higher for reasons of special packaging I will clearly state it. I try to list
everything as accurately as possible , however I'm human too and from time to time I miss
something. In the event there is a problem with an order , please contact me immediately , so
the issue can be resolved. Get Vendio Sales Manager. FREE scheduling, supersized images and
templates. Over ,, served. Throttle body injection. Automatic transmission. Power windows.
Power locks. Cruise control. Fold and tumble rear seat. Truck has been very reliable. Cruise
control does not work. Not sure why. AC does not work. Probably needs recharged. Smokes
just a little on start up. Needs valve seals. Brand new set of valves seals comes with the truck.
There is a bit of rust on the underside of the truck. Moving out of state I didn't cut any corners!!
And the Factory Door Edge guards too!!! Not one Ding, Scratch or Rock chip!!!!! WAY too much
to list out!!!!! Passenger one is few years old Dash Pad looks Amazing Has on tiny crack on
passenger side speaker area Way too much to list out!!!!! ALL 6 of them!! Professionally Done
Prepped right!! You Getting the Idea Yet??? Too much to List Out!!! I have done so MUCH more
to my truck Moving to Florida and will not have a place to store my truck so I am force to let her
go. Please take care of my Truck. Too clean to drive in the rain, snow or dirt!! My name is Steve
should you have any serious questions. Title is in my name and is currently titled here in Idaho
in my name You can reach me You can always come check my truck out if you choose It lets
you compare similar vehicles with ease. It reduces the risk in buying a used vehicle.

OdometerCheckYour vehicle checks out! AutoCheck receives its accident data from
government sources and independent agencies, and based on the information available to us,
we have found that no accidents have been reported on this vehicle. Not all accidents or
damage events are reported to AutoCheck. Title and ProblemCheck Your vehicle checks out!
When reported to AutoCheck, these events can indicate serious past damage or other
significant problems, and disqualifies the vehicle for AutoCheck Buyback Protection. Check
theVehicle Use and Event
coil symbol
pontiac g 6
2003 vw passat 30 v6
Check for reported accidents that can affect vehicle safety and value. AutoCheck uses
business rules to determine if reported odometer readings are significantly less than previously
reported values. Not all reported odometer readings are used. Title and auction events also
report odometer tampering or breakage. Other events show if the vehicle has a reported
accident and how many calculated accidents or if it has been reported stolen or repossessed. It
is recommended to have pre-owned vehicles inspected by a third party prior to purchase. Any
discrepancies will be in bold text. Report Run Date: Bakersfield, CA. Miami, FL. Monroeville, PA.
North Kingstown, RI. Fitzwilliam, NH. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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